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Douglas M. Strong, They Walked in the Spirit: Personal Faith and Social 
Action in An1erica. Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1997. 160 
pp. $15.00. 

In this book, Douglas Strong, church historian, sets out to "acknowledge 
and surmount the factional division in American Protestantism," liberalism 
versus fundamentalism, through an anthology of religious biographies of fig
ures who combined social witness and evangelical faith. Strong's work is at 
times illuminating, at other times troubling. 

Inclusion of primary sources from each individual provides an authentic 
sampling of the figure's style, personality, and perspectives. While the biogra
phies attempt to provide important contextual information, more ·'- specific 
information about the figures might provide a more complete depiction of the 
development of their worldviews. 

By cross-referencing the similarities among the figures presented, 
Strong attempts to demonstrate a consistent thread of evangelical spirit con
necting these Americans which crosses racial and denominational boundaries. 
At times, this effort appears strained. 

Neither the Introduction nor the Conclusion presents a very balanced 
picture of the effect of Methodism on the evangelical spirit in America. While 
he comments only in passing on the role of Methodism in these two sections, 
it is clear that Methodism played a significant role in the lives of five of the 
eight figures presented. 

The most disturbing aspects of Strong's book are his depictions of sig
nificant aspects of American cultural experience. For example, he typifies 
"the decades leading up to and just after the turn of the twentieth century ... 
as the nadir of race relations in the United States'' and refers to "nineteenth 
century African Americans" as the specific group of African Americans who 
suffered oppression. Such portrayals dismiss all of the horrors which persons 
of African ancestry suffered from the point of being kidnapped from Africa, 
through the Middle Passage, and enslavement in America for two hundred 
years before the "decades leading up to and just after the turn of the twenti
eth century." They implicitly deny the on-going oppression of African 
Americans beyond this period. His reference to ''the traditional Aftica,n con
cept that all of life is an organic whole," though probably well-intentioned, 
strengthens the Western perception that Africa is some homogeneous country, 
rather than the second-largest continent on earth with hundreds of communi
ties reflecting their own particular customs, beliefs, histories and languages. 
Finally, one citation checked (Seymour chapter, note 4) incorrectly cites 
Gayraud Wilmore's Black Religion and Black Radicalism. 
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While there are a few significant problems in the text, the book provides 
valuable insights into the lives of little-known persons and more importantly 
presents clues for further research. 

LAGRETTA J. BJORN 

Madison, New Jersey 

H. Ray Dunning, Reflecting the Divine Image: Christian Ethics in Wesleyan 
Perspective. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1998, 156 pp. $14.99. 

H. Ray Dunning, recently retired from a long tenure at Trevecca 
Nazarene University, understands the Wesleyan ethic to be relational. The 
legalism characteristic of some strands of the holiness movement Dunning 
finds to be an inauthentic reading of Wesley's ethical focus. Instead, fol
lowing Albert Outler, Dunning sees in Wesley an ethics of aspiration, a 
teleological ethic of "perfecting perfection." Dunning agrees with Outler 
that Wesley can be called a eudaimonist and that, in spite of his predilec
tion for rules, he is not really deontological in outlook. 

This centering insight of teleology is worked out by Dunning on four 
fronts. Four relationships are crucial: to God, to others, to self, to the 
world. Dunning's analyses are closer to sketches than to full-blown argu
ments, although sketches can be fair in their representations, and Dun
ning's generally are. Throughout, he consistently maintains the under
standing that sanctification is the restoration or renewal of God's image 
in humanity, which orders all of our ethical attitudes, actions, and re
sponses. 

Relational thought is synthesizing thought, dialectical probes that 
find a middle way. Viewing righteousness dialectically overcomes the 
impasse between imputed and imparted righteousness that stumped even 
Wesley. The best thoughts of both Roman Catholicism and Protestantism 
on righteousness are preserved in seeing righteousness relationally, ac
cording to Dunning. 

This book demonstrates why Christian ethics is normally thought of 
as one of the theological disciplines. He seldom discusses specific ethical 
problems, cases, or situations, as one might expect of a more philosophi
cal or secular approach to ethics. Theological ideas like the image of God 
are his organizing concepts in the entire book. 

This book's strengths are its compactness, simplicity, directness of 
appeal, and theological centeredness. A chief weakness is a failure to 
engage significantly with recent works on Wesley's ethics, for example 
Manfred Marquardt's John Wesley's Social Ethics or Theodore Jennings's 
Good News to the Poor: John Wesley's Evangelical Economics. Relatedly, 
Dunning seems oblivious to the poor as a distinguishable group requiring 
its own theological and ethical analysis, whether Wesleyan or otherwise. 
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As suggested above, more examples and cases would enliven Dunning's 
overall presentation. For the persnickety, dating the Aldersgate experience 
on May 31 (p. 59) may be an unforgivable sin. For the studious, that 
Dunning's bibliography contains only five sources from the 1990s from a 
total of sixty may suggest that he has not done enough recent homework. 

RODERICK T. LEUPP 

Manila, Philippines 

, ... -... · 

Susan Hill Lindley, "You Have Stept Out of Your Place": A History of Women 
and Religion in America. Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox 
Press, 1996. 500 + xi pp. 

In "You Have Stept Out of Your Place," Susan Lindley has given us a 
sweeping narrative history of women and religion in America. The book fills an 
important gap, offering a survey of women's religious experiences across four 
centuries. One of the appealing aspects of the book is that it gives serious atten
tion to a broad range of religious traditions. While white Protestant women are 
not slighted, Lindley provides substantial discussions of Roman Catholicism, 
Judaism, Native American religion, and the religious experiences of African 
American women. Offbeat popular religious movements, such as the Shakers 
and Oneida, are also given their due. Much of the book revolves around short 
biographies, which are gracefully blended into the overall narrative. Lindley 
also takes the time to explain traditions and concepts that might be unfamiliar 
to many readers, giving, for example, a clear explanation of the difference 
between pre- and postmillennialism. This is an effective format for reaching 
students and general readers. Students of women and religion in America will 
be grateful for Lindley's concise discussions of everything from Anne Hutchin
son and Antinomianism to the Deaconess movement to Orthodox Jewish 
women in the twentieth century. 

Lindley has surveyed a large body of literature, cogently organizing it 
around the theme of women stepping out of their place. This theme accepts the 
interpretive par.adigm of separate gendered spheres, the notion that the proper 
''sphere" of women was the private world of the home, while that o(ruen was 
the public world of business, politics, and so on. This interpretive frairiework 
works best for the nineteenth century, particularly with regards to women and 
religion. So it is not surprising that about half of the book is devoted to this 
period, or that Lindley's analysis is at its best when discussing this era. Once 
again, it is the breadth of Lindley's discussion of the nineteenth century that 
makes her interpretation so perceptive and useful. Lindley covers a wide vari
ety of topics for this period, including ~the foreign missionary movement and 
various reform move1nents. By contrast, colonial America is dispensed within 
about 50 pages, even though the title phrase, "You have stept out of your place," 
comes from the Anne Hutchinson episode. While more attention is devoted to 
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the twentieth century, much of this discussion focuses on women's access to 
ordination and formal religious leadership. This allows Lindley to maintain the 
analytical continuity of her oft-repeated title phrase, but requires some narrow
ing of focus, since it is clear that most late twentieth-century Americans do not 
have nearly the same notion of a woman's "place" that their nineteenth
century counterparts had. It is not so easy to say what present-day women are 
stepping out of, or into. Still, one book cannot tell every story, and Lindley 
brings rich insight to the one she has chosen to tell. This book should enjoy a 
substantial readership and will help many to better understand the history of 

women and religion in America. 

JOHN WIGGER 

Columbia, Missouri 

Samuel J. Rogal, A Biographical Dictionary of 18th Century Methodism. 
Vols. IV, V, and VI. Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1998. $109.95 each. 

These volumes represent the continuation of an important reference 
series which was reviewed in Methodist History in July 1998. Though expen
sive, the series is a must for reference libraries whether personal or institu
tional. 

Ted A. Campbell, Methodist Doctrine: The Essentials. Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1999. 139 pp. 

There is considerable discussion (and confusion!) among Methodists 
today about the whole n1atter of Christian doctrine. What do we believe? What 
are those ideas which we have historically held to be central to our Methodist 
faith community? 

Ted Campbell, outstanding Methodist historian and theologian at Wesley 
Theological Seminary, Washington, DC, has written before about Wesley and 
Methodism. Especially notable is his John Wesley and Christian Antiquity 
(1991). 

In Methodist Doctrine: The Essential he attempts to deal with what four 
Methodist denominations consider to be the doctrinal essentials of our tradition. 
The four include the African Methodist Episcopal Church, the African 
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, 
and The United Methodist Church. These four are now engaged in what is 
known as the Pan-Methodist Movement. 

Using seven major categories, Doctrines about Religious Authority, 
Doctrines about God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit, Foundational Doctrines about 
Human Nature and Salvation, Distinctive Wesleyan Doctrines, Doctrines about 
Church, Ministry, and Sacraments, Doctrines about Judg1nent, Eternal Life, and 
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the Reign of God, and Methodist Doctrine and Methodist Ethos, <;=ampbell sets 
forth a crystal clear summary of the "essentials" based on the official doctrinal 
documents, liturgies., and hymnals of the four churches. He skillfully does this 
in less than one hundred pages! Appended to the work are the texts of the 
Apostles' Creed, Articles of Religion, General Rules, background historical 
notes, and an extensive glossary/index. 

This volume can be used profitably for study (or review for those already 
familiar with the "essential" Methodist doctrines) by individuals or groups. It is 
straightforward and substantive. 

While Campbell mentions the divisions and reunions . in some of · the 
United Methodist family, he does not mention the divisions among the United 
Brethren in 1889 a.nd the Evangelicals in 1894. This is indeed a minor, but 
important point. In no way, however, does this omission detract from t1he main 
thrust ofthe book. 

Campbell's work is worthy of wide dissemination and serious study. We 
are grateful for those who treat doctrinal matters as lucidly as he. 

CHARLES YRIGOYEN, JR. 

Madison, New Jersey 

Reuben P. Job, A Wesleyan Spiritual Reader. Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 
1997, 216 pp. 

This book provides an opportunity to ponder excerpts from the writings 
of John Wesley (and a few modern interpreters of Wesley) in a devotional 
context. Bishop Job groups the quotations under headings, such as "Living 
Prayerfully," "Good Stewards of Time," and "God's Love and Ours.'' 

Among the book's strengths are: It offers six months of Wesley-centered 
devotional reading. For each of the twenty-six weeks, Job supplies seven 
selections from the Bible, Spiritual Reading (the Wesley excerpts), and a por
tion of a Charles Wesley hymn. He encourages the user to engage in silent 
meditation, record his or her insights and commitments, and offer prayers of 
thanks and petition. The book's conte!lt and design make it usable by groups 
as well as individuals. 

Bishop Job opens each week with a Reflection that summarizes th~ point 
made by the excerpts. For instance, he introduces the ''Danger of Riches" by 
saying: "Many in our culture live out their lives in the fear that they will not 
have enough to provide for their needs to the end of life .... Yet the scriptures 
suggest that being in want is not the greatest danger we face. There is some
thing that is much more powerful and much more destructive than being in 
need, and that is having an abundanc~ of this world's goods and believing 
they belong to us and not to God." 

Each reader of Job's book will, of course, wonder why he overlooked 
passages more on target for the theme under consideration than the ones he 
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chose. For example, when dealing with "Reaching Out to the Poor," how 
could he bypass Wesley's letters to Miss March of June 9, 1775, and February 
7, 1776? In the latter, Wesley writes: "I have found some of the uneducated 
poor who have exquisite taste and sentiment; and many, very many, of the rich 
who have scarcely any at all .... And [the poor] have (many of them) faith 
and the love of God in a larger measure than any persons I know. Creep in 
among these in spite of dirt and an hundred disgusting circumstances, and 
thus put off the gentlewoman." 

A weakness of this book is the way quotations are identified. Journal 
entries and letters lack dates, quotations from sermons lack section and para
graph numbers. Job's use of the Jackson Edition (print and CD) may serve the 
purposes of many readers. But the Methodist historian yearns for references 
to the Bicentennial Edition of Wesley's Works and, for the period after 1755, 
to the Telford Edition of his Letters. And the person who thinks that some
thing essential is lost when poetry is printed as prose will object to the han
dling of Charles Wesley's hymns. 

The Methodist theologian may wish for the chapters to constitute a more 
systematic outline of Wesley's thinking. For instance, the Lord's Supper 
comes, in Job's scheme, before the Means of Grace and Salvation by Faith 
before Justifying Grace. 

For devotional purposes, however, A Wesleyan Spiritual Reader offers a 
guide to daily meditation that might well be used for six months every other 
year. 

JoHN G. McELLHENNEY 

Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 


